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1. Introduction 

 
1.1. The Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT) is pleased to have the opportunity to 

respond to the Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) focus paper on “the ‘gig’ economy”, 
published on 2 December 2016. 

 
1.2. AAT is submitting this response on behalf of our membership and for the wider public benefit 

of achieving the sound and effective administration of taxes. 
 

1.3. The comments reflect the potential impact that the proposed changes would have on 
individuals and the AAT licensed members who they may engage to prepare and submit their 
tax returns. 

 
 

2. Executive summary  
 

2.1. Tax and employment systems are inextricably linked and yet the tax system is 
undoubtedly failing to keep pace with changes in working practices. This has significant 
implications for the individuals concerned, employers and the wider economy. 
 

2.2. The “gig allowances” should be increased to simplify tax matters and help those who 
are just about managing (JAMs). Given the difficult nature of dealing with those who have 
multiple income streams and that many of these incomes are relatively small, a bigger “gig 
allowance” would make sense. 

 
2.3. Employer National Insurance Contributions (NICs) are one of the most influential 

drivers of employer’s behaviour in this area, so scrapping employers NICs would seem 
like an obvious starting point. Employer NICs are widely seen as a tax on employment and 
policy levers are pulled to try and alleviate this for areas deemed important e.g. the 
exemptions for all under 21 years of age and for apprentices under the age of 25. However, 
scrapping NICs for all employers would result in tens of billions of pounds worth of lost 
revenue and would therefore only be considered if it could realistically be recouped easily 
elsewhere. As a result, rather than scrapping NICs, simplification and reform are in order. 

 
2.4. Lower tax receipts, especially via employer NICs, is an inevitable consequence of an 

unreformed gig economy. Billions of pounds are currently being legitimately avoided in NIC 
contributions and income tax (one company alone is estimated to be avoiding £150m a year 
(see 3.25)) with more being evaded in other areas e.g. overseas sellers evading VAT. This 
has to stop if the tax base is to be maintained, if a sense of fairness in business is to be 
restored and if the tax system is to keep its reputation as one of the best in the world. 
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3. AAT response to the Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) focus paper on “the ‘gig’ economy”  

 
The Gig Economy 

 
3.1. There are approximately 5 million people employed in the gig economy.1 They will ordinarily 

have small jobs instead of, or in addition to, full-time jobs or study. 
 

3.2. These individuals are paid for the 'gigs' that they undertake whether delivering take-away 
food or people in taxis, renting out their home when vacant or selling items via online 
platforms. 

 
3.3. Whilst critics such as Frank Field MP refer to this as “bogus self-employment” 2 supporters 

argue that the increased flexibility and lower tax paid by both companies and individuals 
create jobs that may otherwise not exist, boosting the economy and helping many lower paid 
workers. 
 

3.4. BEIS statistics show that there were 1.3 million employing businesses and 4.2 million non-
employing businesses in 2016. In other words, 76% of businesses did not employ anyone 
aside from the owner.3 In fact the majority of business population growth since 2000 has 
been due to non-employing businesses, which accounted for 89% of the overall increase. 
This sustained growth has seen a further increase of 2m (+59%) since 2000 and 97,000 
(+2%) in the last year alone.4 

 
3.5. Whilst self-employment and trading through an incorporated entity affords a level of flexibility 

for both individuals and clients, for many it is the tax considerations that represent the most 
significant factor in determining this behaviour. 

 
3.6. The self-employed pay lower NICs and their work is not subject to employer’s NI. If two 

people are doing the same work and earn the same pay on average earnings, the total tax 
paid to the state for the employee is about £2,000 a year more than for a self-employed 
contractor, or as much as £3,000 more if the self-employed contractors are providing their 
services through their own company. 

 
3.7. Despite incurring a substantially lower tax charge, the self-employed or owner managers of 

companies) have access to exactly the same level of public services, which, given the tax 
variance detailed in 3.6 above, does not seem either fair or reasonable. Furthermore, the 
impact on the tax base is significant and increasing. The Treasury is losing £1billion per 
annum in tax as a result of incorporations and according to current trends this will rise to 
£4.4billion by 2021-2022.5 

 
3.8. In addition to reduced tax receipts from the self-employed, there is also a substantial 

reduction in receipts from those who in the past would have been employers but who now no 
longer have to account for employers’ NICs when engaging someone who is self-employed. 

 
3.9. A further consideration is the increased employer trend to shed staff and then buy in goods 

and the same services from self-employed individuals. This can often have a negative impact 
on the economy as compliant businesses are undercut by those shedding staff and thereby 
circumventing both minimum wage requirements and the requirement to provide pensions 
(Automatic Enrolment) along with a whole host of other obligations. 

 
3.10. There are also serious longer term implications for individuals and the economy as a whole 

as a result of self-employed people, who would previously have been employed, receiving no 
pension contributions and being far less likely to make their own financial provision for their 

                                                      

1 BBC News, 10 October 2016: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37605643  
 
2 Frank Field MP: http://www.frankfield.co.uk/latest-news/articles/news.aspx?p=1021355  
3 BIES Statistical Release, October 2016: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/559219/bpe_2016_statistical_release.pdf  
4 BIES Statistical Release, October 2016: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/559219/bpe_2016_statistical_release.pdf  
5 Autumn Statement 2016: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/autumn-statement-2016-philip-hammonds-speech  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37605643
http://www.frankfield.co.uk/latest-news/articles/news.aspx?p=1021355
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/559219/bpe_2016_statistical_release.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/559219/bpe_2016_statistical_release.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/autumn-statement-2016-philip-hammonds-speech
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retirement. In years to come there is likely to be a considerable cost to the state in providing a 
basic level of financial security for this growing group of individuals. 

 
Individuals with multiple income streams from different gigs – employed or self-employed? 

 
3.11. Whilst technology may be the biggest driver of the gig-economy, for employers the avoidance 

of employers’ NICs and the plethora of employment rights and obligations (most of which are 
perfectly desirable) are a key consideration. Combine this with the increasing desire of 
individuals for flexibility and to pay less tax and it is relatively clear what is fuelling the gig 
economy.  A fundamental change to the tax system is required to keep pace with these 
issues. 
 

3.12. Research from the McKinsey Global Institute, referred to in the OTS Focus Paper, found that 
income from working in the gig economy is ‘modest’ except for the 7% who earn over 
£55,000 per year.  

 
3.13. The focus on collecting tax from the gig economy should therefore consider a bigger “gig 

allowance” as a simplification measure, where people are permitted to earn a certain level 
before having to declare and pay tax on their gig earnings. This has already received some 
policy acceptance in terms of the tax breaks for property (Airbnb etc.) and trading (eBay etc.) 
of £1,000 each, which comes into effect this April. 

 
3.14. This allowance should be increased to £2,000 so a larger number of those who are just about 

managing and making ends meet by undertaking gig economy activities are not 
unnecessarily penalised. It also provides greater certainty and is a useful simplification 
measure. 

 
3.15. For some, their modest gig income may significantly reduce their state benefits so much so 

that they are no better off, or in some cases are worse off than before undertaking any 
working. Here the tax system will need to balance the tax loss against the cost of having to 
finance their sick pay and pension etc. on their “modest” gig income, which may be 
equivalent to less than minimum wage. 

 
How can we encourage tax payments on gig incomes? 

 
3.16. Employers NICs are effectively a tax on employment. Therefore, to both encourage 

employment and discourage employers from shedding employees only to then buy-in the 
same services from the self-employed, scrapping employers NICs would be the simplest 
solution. Obviously this would result in an enormous loss of revenue to the Exchequer which 
would require taxes to be raised elsewhere. 
 

3.17. One way around this would be to abolish employers NICs by increasing the employees’ rate 
by 13.8%. Although a large increase in what is effectively a tax for employees - as employers 
were no longer required to pay this - wages would likely rise by a similar amount too. Of 
course, there is no guarantee that employers would pass the full difference on to employees 
and this could arguably make self-employment more attractive. These potential negatives 
need to be weighed against the additional advantages of simplicity and transparency. 

 
3.18. Another alternative the OTS has considered before would be for hirers to be required to pay a 

modest levy when hiring the self-employed. This may increase administration costs and 
would not meet requirements for simplification but it would reduce the cost differential, 
provide certainty around categories of worker and it’s also worth noting that AAT’s suggestion 
for an increased gig allowance (3.13 & 3.14) – although designed to take people out of tax 
payments on gig incomes – could play a small but important role in encouraging tax 
payments too. This is because the existence of an allowance raises awareness of the types 
of activities that do require tax to be paid i.e. if earning more than £1,000 from an Airbnb 
arrangement each year the individual, newly aware of an allowance, will similarly know that 
they must now pay tax on earnings from this activity that are above the limit. 
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Could the platform operator become more involved beyond sorting out their own tax 
position? 

 
3.19. Many platform operators go to significant lengths to avoid taking any responsibility for any tax 

issues relating to users of their platforms. For instance, Amazon has repeatedly stated that it 
has no responsibility for the tax compliance of its users. There is substantial scope for getting 
them more involved. 
 

3.20. Initially steps could be taken to secure voluntary assistance. For example, requesting that 
trading sites like eBay and Amazon require their users to display valid VAT numbers. This 
would help reduce the very high level of VAT fraud on such sites as highlighted by the likes of 
www.vatfraud.org, members of the Public Accounts Committee and others in recent months. 6 
If such requests are refused then imposing a degree of liability on platform operators would 
inevitably help change their mind set.  

 
3.21. There is some evidence of good work in this area. In 2015 HMRC targeted 14,000 people 

who it had suspected of failing to declare their online profits from selling on Etsy, eBay etc. on 
their self-assessment forms. This would not have been possible without access to such 
company’s records but there is likely more scope for these platform operators to work with 
HMRC rather than always doing the bare minimum legally required.  

 
Are “employment taxes” due? 

 
3.22. Regrettably there is no simple answer to this question. It is very much dependent on the 

individual circumstances. The issue of establishing or avoiding “employment status” has 
become an industry in itself with organisations taking advantage of a real lack of clarity in this 
area. 
 

3.23. This is clearly a major problem for HMRC in some circumstances, as well as for businesses 
and employees many of whom have genuine uncertainty about their status as indicated in 
high profile cases like Uber and Deliveroo. 

 
3.24. HMRC investigations and court cases are increasingly proving necessary to clarify the 

situation and this in itself suggests reform is needed to make decisions about employment 
status easier. 

 
Does gig working mean lower tax receipts (especially employer NICs)? 

 
3.25. Lower tax receipts, especially via employer NICs, are an inevitable consequence of an 

unreformed gig economy. 
 
NICS 
 
3.26. According to Jolyon Maugham QC, a barrister specialising in litigating tax-avoidance 

schemes, if those working for Uber as drivers are deemed to be employees (as appears 
possible given recent court rulings) then £150m+ a year has been avoided by this single 
company alone. This assumes the 40,000 drivers engaged by Uber earned an average of 
£600 per week, a NICs bill of over £13m for every month it has operated, or continues to 
operate, these arrangements.   
 

3.27. Given this method of operation is mirrored by many of the new “gig economy” operators, it is 
likely that billions of tax could be collected if the tax system kept pace with recent changes in 
working practices. 

 
INCOME TAX 

 
3.28. Turning to individuals, millions use sites like eBay, Etsy and Airbnb but do not pay any tax, let 

alone the appropriate amount of tax. Again this is leading to a considerable loss for the 
Exchequer. HMRC have had some success utilising new powers e.g. the 14,000 individuals 
targeted by HMRC in 2015 referred to above. 

                                                      
6 Financial Times, 20 December 2016: https://www.ft.com/content/f037bd6c-c6d6-11e6-9043-
7e34c07b46ef  

http://www.vatfraud.org/
https://www.ft.com/content/f037bd6c-c6d6-11e6-9043-7e34c07b46ef
https://www.ft.com/content/f037bd6c-c6d6-11e6-9043-7e34c07b46ef
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3.29. Likewise, the two tax breaks, one for property and one for trading, of £1,000 each which 

come into force in April 2017 are a welcome development that will not only simplify matters 
for 'micro-entrepreneurs' but should help raise awareness of the fact tax has to be paid above 
this level for those who might otherwise have been unaware. 

 
VAT 

 
3.30. VAT evasion is another issue that deserves attention. HMRC recently suggested that VAT 

evasion through online shopping on sites such as eBay was costing up to £1.5bn a year in 
lost tax.7 Overseas sellers are increasingly prevalent on such sites and often sell goods 
without VAT. 
 

3.31. Again HMRC is taking some action here as demonstrated by the fact figures published last 
month (December 2016) show 7,185 overseas sellers had registered for VAT in 2016 
compared to a mere 695 in 2015. This indicates HMRC’s new powers and the threat of action 
is having some positive impact in this area but clearly much more remains to be done and 
suggestions as outlined in 3.19 above could help. 
 
 

4. About AAT 
 

4.1. AAT is a professional accountancy body with approximately 50,000 full and fellow members 
and 90,000 student and affiliate members worldwide. Of the full and fellow members, there 
are over 4,250 licensed accountants who provide accountancy and taxation services to 
individuals, not-for-profit organisations and the full range of business types. 
 

4.2. AAT is a registered charity whose objectives are to advance public education and promote 
the study of the practice, theory and techniques of accountancy and the prevention of crime 
and promotion of the sound administration of the law. 

 
 

5. Further information 
 

If you have any questions or would like to discuss any of the points in more detail then please 
contact Aleem Islan, AAT Technical Consultation Manager, at: 

 
E-mail: consultation@aat.org.uk   Telephone: 020 7397 3088  

 
Association of Accounting Technicians 
140 Aldersgate Street, London, EC1A 4HY  

                                                      
7 VAT evasion article, CCH Daily, 17 March 2016: https://www.cchdaily.co.uk/budget-2016-plans-target-non-uk-online-vat-evasion  

mailto:consultation@aat.org.uk
https://www.cchdaily.co.uk/budget-2016-plans-target-non-uk-online-vat-evasion

